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Abstract : In general, legal discovery refers to conducting legal searches when the statutory regulations are not regulated and are unclear. Legal discovery is not only based on the concept of positive law, but it also refers to Islamic concepts. This aims to find the law on an issue where the regulation is not yet regulated. Thus, inexistence and unclear issues in law become present and apparent. Legal discovery in Islamic concept is known as Ijtihad, an act and an effort to find, understand, and formulate Islamic Shari’ah ruling. Legal discovery in Islam is conducted using several methods including istinbat, interpretation, literal/linguistic, causation (ta’lili), and synchronization methodologies. Other methods of legal discovery are qiyas, istihsan, maslahah mursalah, istishhab, urf, mazhab shahabi which cannot be separated from the main sources of Islamic law, the Qur’an and hadith. Meanwhile, ra’yu and ijtihad are ways of thinking in understanding the Qur’an and hadith. These are to determine a problem where its rash has not been determined. The researchers employed library research in this study. The study examined the documents using secondary data and analyzed it using a qualitative method where the data are described in words, not numbers. In addition, the data collection is based on literature studies taken from books, journals, and internet sources related to legal discovery in the Islamic concept.
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Penemuan Hukum dalam Perspektif Islam


INTRODUCTION

Rules that are used as references for behaving well in people's lives are known as laws. This law rule is to provide protection to many people’s interests. Efforts should be made to provide protection for the interests in people's lives. Thus, the law can be implemented properly. In addition, the law can be implemented properly and poorly. This means that there is a violation of the law. Law violations committed by people must be enforced by law. This law enforcement is expected to
become a reality for human life. 1 In the reality, everyone yearns the law can be implemented in an event in society. This means the events are not allowed to deviate and must be determined by the existing legal rules. Thus, legal certainty can be manifested. According to Gustav Radbruch’s opinion, there are three elements of law enforcement, legal certainty (rechtssicherheit), benefit (zweckmassigkeit), and justice (gerechtigkeit). These three basic legal values must always be considered so that its function and purpose can be manifested. 2

The three elements of the basic legal value by Gustav Radbruch are legal certainty, with legal certainty, the community will be more orderly due to the existence of an applicable rule (law). Thus, if someone violates the law, they will be given sanctions. In addition, the community expects the law could be enacted in concrete events and bring benefits to law enforcement. Thus, the community can get justice. 3 Related to the law, humans generally only pay attention to the law rules of statutory rules/regulations for practitioners. The people are aware that these laws and regulations are close to perfect. The laws do not completely regulate all peoples’ problems and daily activities. Sometimes, laws and regulations are unclear and incomplete. It does not regulate all problems in people’s lives. Moreover, in Muslims holly book, the Qur’an, which serves as a reference for Muslims in determining the law in occuring events, the Qur’an also sometimes requires interpretation of problems or issues that are considered unclear and possible (open) for interpretation. 4

In Risalatul Qodla, there is a story about the Caliph Umar bin Khattab who gave orders to Abdullah bin Qais, who at that time worked as a judge. Thus, if there was a problem in the Holy Qur’an and Hadiths, he will make a decision by considering the elements and value that grows in the community and make an analogy to problems that have previously been decided. 5 In reality, after the death of Prophet Muhammad SAW, there have been various events, the legal problems have arisen, grow, and develop in such a complex manner. This is seen as if Allah SWT has conveyed the Islamic law to the Prophet Muhammad SAW. 6 Furthermore, there must be an acknowledgment of the limitations of the legal texts contained in the Qur’an and hadiths. In fact, legal problems continue to develop without any limitations. 7

As a result, a legal discovery must be made by people who work as judges and other legal officers. This is to provide shortcuts in dealing with legal problems. For instance, the legal rules which are unclear and/or the legal rules which have no law provisions. This is to overcome legal problems that happen in society. 8 Then, to make legal discoveries by judges and legal officials, it is

---

8 Rianto, Sumber Dan Metode Penenunan Hukum Islam, <https://www.academia.edu/> accessed on November 1, 2020, at 01:30 p.m.; quoted from the Islamic law literature, the law invention is known as istinbath, while its intellectual activity is
possible to use Islamic law as a source of law other than positive law. Usually, legal discoveries that use Islamic law are the countries where the majority of the population is Muslim. According to Amir Syarifuddin's opinion as quoted by Kutbuddin Aibak, the meaning of Islamic law is the revelation rules of Allah SWT and the Sunnah of the Prophet Muhammad which contained commandments and religious prohibitions for adult muslims and mukalaf who have a healthy sense.\(^9\)

In general, legal discovery refers to a law that is carried out without any problems/violations. This includes the laws implemented by each resident and law enforcers in a country at any time without realizing. For example, law enforcement, in a case where a policeman is working by standing at a crossroad to manage the traffic. Law enforcement can be implemented when the problem is handled by a judge. This situation is called a law enforcement.\(^10\)

Some experts prefer to use the term "law formation" rather than "legal discovery". This is because the term legal discovery gives a vibe as if the rule of law already exists.\(^11\) However, this term is more suitable in the Islamic context. This is because the law was not created but was carried out by discovery. Mujtahid is discovering and not creating the law. This not includes a belief that the rule of law was created by the creator, namely, Allah SWT as syari.\(^12\) Referring to the aforementioned background, the writers are interested in in-depth discussion related to legal discovery in Islam. Accordingly, the formulation of the problem is about the concept, the method, and the source of legal discovery in Islam. Thus, the writers write down the results of the study in the form of a journal/article entitled legal discovery in Islamic perspective.

### RESEARCH METHODS

The object of this research is related to the legal discovery in Islam. Thus, the writers employed normative legal research or library research. This type of research examines document studies involving secondary data. In addition, this research also used qualitative analysis where the data explained in terms of words, not numbers.\(^13\) The data collection used was literature studies taken from books, journals, and internet sources related to legal discovery in Islamic concepts. In legislation, the regulation of legal discovery (Rechtsvinding) is sometimes incomplete and unclear. Thus, legal discovery is needed to provide an explanation. The definition of legal discovery simply refers to finding the law due to incomplete or unclear law. Generally, legal discovery is a process of concretization or individualization in legal regulations (das Sollen) which are general in nature and remembers certain real events (das Sein) (see also Van Eikema Hommes, no date: 25, 32). A judge is always encountered real events, problems, and cases that are obliged to be resolved. For this reason, it is necessary to seek the law.

The main point of legal discovery is finding the law for events that actually happening.\(^14\) According to the teachings of functional law by Ter Heide, the most important thing is finding the

---


\(^12\) Riyanta, Sumber Dan Metode Penemuan Hukum Islam, <https://www.academia.edu/> accessed on November 1, 2020, at 02:15 p.m.; quoted from Abd al-Wahhab Khalaf, Ilmu Usul al-Fiqih, eds 5, Jakarta: Rineka Cipta, 2005, pg. 167.

\(^13\) <dtesis.com/pengetian-penelitian-hukum-normatif-adalah>, accessed on November 25, 2020, at 02:33 p.m.

best solution in certain circumstances that meets the expectation of living together with the community and withstand “social games” controlled by “the rules of the game” (Wiarda, 1988: 40). Legal discovery is the result of human creation which means the prior legal application is preceded by a subjective selection of relevant events and rules. Its application refers to the repeated formulation of an abstract rule (unclear) in real events. According to Loude's opinion, legal discovery does not merely a logical process that involves fact subsection that exists in the law, but also covers an assessment of the future reality to discovering its law. Similarly, J.A. Pontier mentioned legal discovery as a response to the problem situation that describes in legal terms. Pontier also added that legal discovery provides answers to questions related to the law as a result of real occurrences.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1. Legal discovery in Islam

Legal discovery in Islamic law or other terms, *Ijtihad*, is basically an attempt to understand, find, and formulate the law in *syara*. The clear rules have a *nash* that refers to mujtahid’s effort in legal discovery, that is understanding and formulating the *nash* of the law so that they can be operationally implemented in easy way. For the laws that are not clearly mentioned in *nash*, the effort of legal discovery in Islam (*ijtihad*) refers to finding what is behind the *nash* then formulate it in the form of law. If no guideline of law applies in the nash but the legal discoverer’s (mujtahid) awareness of Allah’s law are detected, legal discovery in Islam, *ijtihad*, refers to dig the law that belongs to Allah SWT then formulate it in operational law.

*Ijtihad* comes from the word "*al-jahd*" or "*al-juhd*" which means "*al-masyoqot*" (difficulty or affliction) then "*athoqot*" (capability or ability) based on Allah SWT saying in QS. At Taubah verse 79 which means: .... "(and criticize the one who find nothing (to spend) except their effort." The definition of *ijtihad* can be seen from two aspects, the language and the terms. The difference lies in terms of context. Etymologically, the meaning of *ijtihad* (language) refers to the mobilization of all power to do things that are considered difficulties. Meanwhile, in terminology, *ijtihad* refers to conducting research and thoughts to get something close to the *syara* and Prophet sunnah. This is to get the *nash* which is *ma’gu*. Thus, the wisdom of sharia known as *maslahat* conveyed its meaning and general purpose.

Ibrahim Husein identified the meaning of *ijtihad* and *istinbath*. *Istinbath* comes from the word *Nabath* which means water that originally emanated from its source which was excavated. Therefore, terminologically, *istinbath* is the *muradif* of *ijtihad* which is removing something from its hiding place. Meanwhile, according to the ushul fiqih cleric’s opinions, *ijtihad* is devoting all ushul fiqih cleric’s abilities to gain an understanding at the level of *dhanni* in sharia law.

In general, *ijtihad* defines as the ability to express the interesting and good ideas for the common good (people). Moreover, *ijtihad* also refers to get an understanding of law in shara (Islamic law) which done by fikih expert known as a *mujtahid* by mobilizing all his abilities. Meanwhile, the basics concept of *ijtihad*, mentioned in Qs. Ar-Rum verse 21 means, "*Indeed in that are signs for a people who give thought.*"

---

15 Ibid.,
16 Ibid., h. 51.
Thus, ijtihad also has its own functions. First, \textit{al-ruju}' means returning. Returning the teachings of Islam to the Qur’an and Sunnah from all less relevant interpretations. Second, \textit{al-ihya} means life. Reviving part of values and Islam to encourage the respond the challenge. Third, \textit{al-inabah} means improvement. fulfilling Islamic teachings that have been conducted an ijtihad by the previous cleric. There is a possibility of an error referring to the context of the previous era and the situation encountered.\(^{24}\)

2. Methods of Legal Discovery in Islam

The method of legal discovery in Islamic law is in fact almost similar to the method of positive law discovery. It involves the methods applied to a country according to Islamic law. This has been explained by Islamic Jurisprudence (Fuqaha). The methods they have encountered are very basic, for example, understanding law in legal texts using a hermeneutic method which is terminologically called Ushul Fiqh.\(^{25}\) It has been stated in Islamic law that Muslim jurisprudence has developed an accurate model of legal discovery. According to Syamsul Anwar (Riyanta's quote), the method of finding Islamic law is called Istinbat. This is a legal discovery covering literal/linguistic interpretation, causation (\textit{ta'lili}), and synchronization methodologies.\(^{26}\)

a. Interpretation/Linguistics Method

This method has functions to interpret verses and texts in the Qur’an and hadith. The linguistic method is used on problems where the legal text already exists, but it is still unclear due to \textit{mutasyabih} content in-laws verses. This interpretation/linguistic method uses a study pattern that produces four legal statements taxonomies from legal texts. This covers the level of clarity, indication patterns of the intended law, the broad and narrow coverage of legal statements, and the forms of taklif formula, the statements.\(^{27}\)

b. Causation Method (\textit{Ta’lili})

This method is an important method in legal discovery. This is because there is an attempt to build laws on problems that have no legal text. In the causation method, there is an attempt to investigate the foundations that become the basis for the upholding of Islamic law. In this case, the causation method is divided into two types. Those that underlie the existence of the ‘illat law and law in \textit{maqasid al-syari’ah}. In addition, there are two types of causation methods. The qiyasi method, conducted when no direct nash applies in dealing with the problem and the teleological method, a second attempt if no parallel cases are found the ‘illat’.\(^{28}\)

c. Synchronization Method

This synchronization method refers to a method that harmonizes various legal arguments that may in the end be something that is opposite to one another. Then, the development theory of \textit{nasakh} and \textit{tarjih} was conducted. \textit{Nasakh} is the replacement of a shari’ah provision by another provision on the condition that the latter will arrive at the end and the two provisions are stipulated separately.\(^{29}\)

This is followed by a confession. The ta’arud occurs quite often outwardly. This is a resistance between the contents of one proposition with another where there is a degree of similarity. The conflict may arise between each verse of the Qur’an, each mutawawir hadiths, and others. On the

\(^{24}\)Ibid.,


other hand, no resistance will apply, the ta’arud, if the content of one argument with another possesses a different degree, for example, the content in the Qur’an verse and hadith.  

In conclusion, three methods of legal discovery in Islam, interpretation/linguistics method, causation method, and synchronization method. These methods are commonly used by experts in conducting legal construction discovery on existing problems. These methods provide a guideline in Islamic law that can only be found and derived from the Qur’an verses and texts in the Al-Sunnah.  

However, apart from the aforementioned methods, there are other methods formulated by experts. The experts have unleashed all their rational abilities and formulated the used methods by other experts in making legal discoveries. This covers the methodology derived from the result of mujtahid. Each method used was different and was not used by other mujtahids. The difference applies due to different guidelines and considerations used by mujtahid in doing ijtihad. There are several ijtihad methods in establishing the law. However, not all of these methods are agreed in terms of its use.  

Accordingly, the method of legal discovery in Islam covers: 

a. Qiyas 

Linguistically, Qiyas refers to something that is equated with the same type or something that is measured by another. According to Imam Syafi’i’s opinion, Qiyas is an effort of making legal provisions according to the arguments on things available in the holy book of the Qur’an and hadith. In terminology, Qiyas has become a debate among scholars. Some define it as a method of extracting the law by being obedient to its nash. Meanwhile, some argue qiyas can stand alone as a source of law outside the nash.  

b. Istihsan 

Linguistically, istihsan means good or looking for good things. Meanwhile, in the ushul fiqh cleric’s opinion, istihsan is to leave the law that has been stipulated in other laws, where the events are determined based on the argument of syara’. In other words, istihsan is an act of implementing another law by leaving the other law due to an obligation. This is regulated in a syara’ argument.  

c. Maslahah Mursalah 

Linguistically, the word maslahah comes from Arabic which means bringing good things and rejecting damage. According to Abdul Wahab Khallaf’s opinion, maslahah mursalah is a syar’i that do not implement legal syar’i’at. This is to create a maslahah. There is no evidence indicates the recognition or annulment. Meanwhile, Abu Zahra defined maslahah mursalah as all things that have benefits and are in line with the goals of syar’i, the Islamic law. He also added that there are no specific arguments showing the acknowledgment/non-acknowledgment.  

Thus, maslahah mursalah refers to determining the law related to something that has not been mentioned in the Qur’an and Hadith. This is as the consideration for the interests of human life which focusing on the benefit to avoid damage.
d. Istishhab

Linguistically, Istishhab means requesting for friendship or making comparisons and bringing them closer. For the terminology, according to the ushul fiqih cleric, istishhab in Al-Asnawy is a legal stipulation against a problem in the future based on the basis of the previous related law. This is because there is no need to make a change in the law. 40

e. Urif

Etymologically, urf means good. Meanwhile, according to ushul fiqih cleric, it refers to a common thing in words and actions done by most people (the majority). In the term Risalah Al-’Urf, Ibn Abidin stated that tradition was taken from the word mua’awadah means to repeat. As this is often done repeatedly once at a time, he becomes famous. Actually, there is nothing in the relationship and no karinah in it. Tradition and ’Urf has the same meaning even though they are different in terms of mafhum. 41

f. Mazhab Shahabi

Mazhab Shahabi is Rasullullah’s SAW companion who express opinions on issues whose legal rules are not explicitly explained in the Qur’an and the Prophet’s sunnah. Simply, mazhab Shahabi refers to an individual opinion or fatwa expressed by Prophet’s companion. According to ushul fiqih cleric, it is someone who meets the Prophet, has faith to believe in him then follows and for a long time living together. In addition, it becomes a reference for future generations and has a close bond with the Prophet. 42

3. Sources of Legal Discovery in Islam

Sources of legal discovery is the source used by judges and legal officers in conducting legal searches. 43 Then, they will discuss the sources of Islamic law as a place that needs to excavated, extracted, or found legal norms. The source of Islamic law refers to set of rules based on the revelation of Allah SWT and the Prophet’s Sunnah on mukallaf who carry out recognized, believed, applicable, and binding behavior for all Muslims (Islam). Meanwhile, the word “set of rules” means that Islamic law contains an arranged and detailed rule that has binding legal force. The word “based on the revelation of Allah SWT and the Prophet’s sunnah” means that a set of rules is found and based on the revelation of Allah SWT and the Prophet’s sunnah. "mukallaf behavior", on the other hand, means Islamic law deals with human behavior that imposed by law. These rules apply to those who believe in the truth of Allah’s revelations and the Prophet’s sunnah, Muslims. 44

Furthermore, according to some Islamic jurists, there are three conclusions regarding the sources of Islamic law, the holy book Qur’an, hadith, and ra’yu. 45 These three sources are based on the provisions in Qs. An-Nisa (4): 59, a command to people to obey and have faith in Allah SWT, obey the Messenger and ulum amri, and if different opinions apply, it will be returned to Allah and the Messenger. The command to obey Allah SWT and the Messenger is based on the holy book Qur’an and hadith as a source of law. The command to obey ulil amri refers to ijma as the source of law. Finally, if a different opinion still applies, return to Allah SWT and the Messenger which refers to al-qiyas as the source of law.

Referring to the aforementioned description, the writers concluded two types of sources of Islamic law, namely the Qur’an and hadith. Meanwhile, ra’yu and ijtihad are ways of thinking in understanding the Qur’an and hadiths and to determine a problem that has not been determined its *nash*. Likewise, the kulliyah principle is taken from various verses as the basis for determining the law in the future.

In positive law, the main sources of legal discovery consist of statutory regulations, customary law, jurisprudence, international treaties, and doctrine, as stated by Sudikno Mertokusumo. These things show the levels in the sources of the law. Thus, if there is a problem with two sources, it is likely that a higher level will be used. This indicates that the higher source of law will defeat the lower source of law. In addition, positive law, there are formal and material sources of law in positive law. Formal sources of law are recognized in their form. Due to its form, the formal sources of law are known, obeyed, and applied generally. Meanwhile, the material source of law is the place where the legal material is taken.

### CONCLUSION

Simply, legal discovery refers to finding incomplete and unclear law. Then legal discovery in Islamic law or known as *Ijtihad* is basically an attempt to understand, find, and formulate law in *syara’*. The law rule with clear *nash* refers to the efforts made by the *mujtahid*, the law discoverer, in understanding the *nash* of the law and formulate them in the form of operational legal formulations that are easily implemented. The method of legal discovery in Islamic law, the *istinbat*, is a legal discovery with interpretation, literal linguistic, causation (*ta’lili*), and synchronization methodologies. In addition, there are other methodology in legal discovery such as *qiyas, istihsan, maslahah mursalah, istishhab, urf, mazhab shahabi*. Furthermore, there are two sources of Islamic law, the Al-Qur’an and hadith. Meanwhile, ra’yu and ijtihad refers to ways of thinking in understanding the Qur’an and hadith. These two sources are also used to determine a problem that has no or not yet been determined its *nash*.

### SUGGESTION

In conducting legal discovery in Islam, declaring an action that has no rules or changes an existing rule for the better, one must really consider the methodology in the legal discovery that has been developed by previous Muslim jurisprudents and implement it carefully and thoroughly. Do not let the legal products issued become unclear and contradict the sources of Islamic law. In addition, in conducting legal discovery in Islam, the researcher should refer to Al-Quran and the Prophet’s sunnah and pay attention to and develop the understanding/the mazhab of previous Islamic jurists. They can synchronize the teachings of Islamic fiqh with the situation and the condition of current problems. Thus, all penalties given to Muslims do not deviate from the Islamic faith in answering an existing legal problem. In addition, the law enforcers especially the judges should be able to create public trust in court bodies and contribute harmonious efforts for people who want to seek justice, the people who gain truth and a sense of justice in society. The community has a desire to get justice from law enforcement. Therefore, law enforcers should carry out their duties and obligations with responsibility. If they commit an offense, they will get sanctions in the world (prison) and the hereafter (hellfire).

---
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